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REPORT OF SJRVIT OP DD/P £OPER7ISOR«S ATTITUDES TOWARD OC «©. 6

TR4IHIH0 EVATUATT08 HEPOITS

1# Supervisor’s opinion of the new training evaluation report for OC So* 6

(Including both Scales and "Eyes Only* sections). Seven had very favorable

impressions of the entire report* Of the sevens

One said he particularly liked the "eyes only* section*

Two indicated that the mere information the report contained the better

they appreciated it*

One stated the ’’eyes only" section was th© most Important* contained

good serious judgments* He stated that the most important part is the

record of the instructor’s selecting or rejecting an individual as the

one he would like to or not like to go overseas with*

Three gave favorable replies but added the following qualifications:

One supervisor felt most important case officer qualifications were

common sense* ability to manipulate people* initiative and planning

ability. Se would appreciate a descriptive statement in each one

of these areas concerning the student upon who® the report is being

written*

One stated that he would prefer ft series of statement® by different

instructors concerning the behavior of the student. It would not
disturb him if tbs statements were inconsistent with one another* bat

he would like independent Judgments*

One supervisor complained that the ’’eyes only1* section carrying the

caption "Staff Impressions* had no cosaeni. This raised questions in

his mind as to wiy there were no comment* What was the purpose of the

section? What comments were made on other people and why weren’t
comments made upon his employee*’

2* Supervisor’s opinion of the seven-point scale.

Seven of the supervisors interviewed indicated that they liked th© seven-

point scale. Of the seven:

One particularly mentioned that be liked the satisfactory group divided
into three parts as is being done on the scale*
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fwo of tbs supervisors indicated that this scale was superior to others
which had ->een used is the past which showed the distribution by a
series of l*s and which showed a numerical distribution with the
asterisks system.

Three of the people had reservations about the scale and preferred another

kind* Of these threes

One indicated that he preferred a five-point scale because the process
of dividing satisfactory into three parts encouraged the instructor
to hedge in his .Judgement* 3e also stated that he preferred an all
narrative report.

One stated that he preferred a percentage distribution of the students
falling into the different categories on the seven-point scale* He
also stated that he would appreciate the caption on each scale such as
"cover" being followed by a definition of the type of training included
under this category*

One supervisor indicated that be would like a class average score on
each of the seven scales or a distribution of the students falling
into this category on a particular scale, lie would also* like the
seven steps of the scale from fail to superior defined so Is© knew
actually what the performance was when it fell into one of these
categories* As the aystea now stands* the supervisor has no relative
idea as to whether satisfactory is a good grade and so far as he is
concerned satisfactory may mmmi that his nan had performed as well os
anyone in the class and that the excellent or superior classifications
may never be used*

3* If the students receives a predominantly satisfactory performance

record in Ms training evaluation reports* what are tits implication for

supervision* assignment, and the case officer’s career?

Eight of the respondents said that a satisfactory did not have any

particular implications in this regard* They usually added that a satisfactory

profile usually mean that the individual needed good desk supervision and

that they would have to spend a year or more on the hom desk before ha went

overseas. Also* It meant that not as much would be expected of the individual

as from those who received better ratings.

c> I* ftpry
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Of the two remaining*

Oa* supervisor stated that the satisfactory rating of an individual
had to be considered in relation to the individual*® ability, his
previous training aad his experience. If the individual was Obviously
iWf able and had already had save training, the supervisor would
expect him to have done better* k satisfactosy rating would therefore
result in pressure being pit upon the individual to improve hia
performance. If however, the satisfactory rating scant that' the
individual had woiked very hard and not obtained what he had hoped to,
the supervisory reaponsibility here would be to tty to prevent the
individual from becoming dlecouraged**t© build up his confidence.

One supervisor stated that he was most encouraged, that the mm had
received & satisfactory rating. He pointed out that the individual
was a GS*l* fwa HI whom he had never expected to do as well in the
group with which he was competing*

it. ’’hen the student receives a predOrl ately poor performance record- in

his training evaluation report, what are the implications for supervision,

assignments, and the case offleer*s career?

All s«pervisorB interviewed indicated that a poor training performance

had very serious implications for the individual* s career. The following is

a breakdown of the responses given by the supervisors* (Botes Fourteen

responses were obtained tram the ten supervisors.

)

awpsiet

The individual would receive closer
supervision or additional training froi
OT?! or on the job.
Supervisors would gather further information,
on the- individual such as fitness ratings,
previous performance in OTH courses, previous
experience in Ops. They would also check
into background information or family
situations, etc* If the training evaluation
report was supported by this other information.,
the individual may be given another assignment
or transferred out of the division. If there
were extenuating circumstances, the individual
•ay be given another chance under close
supervision.

ifuafaer of responses

Five

Five
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SBfeSBE- S£ ( C°nt» ) Besponses (Cant.)

jjj*
* ***y. significant for new employee

”** * mention on part %»© of fitness npart
* transfer free staff to area desk wviwmmb

this particular individual®5* • assign to field station that has High
priority

* higher expectation in performance
'®*

.

" ««uld like all persons above 0S*11 to do
better thm satisfactory

Almost all supervisors prefaced, their comments with the statement to the

hffbet that the actions listed shove would probably be taken if the training

evaluation result*, were confirmed by previous or subsequent estimates of

ths individual on the desk*

6* How do you feel about the student’s receiving the information they

mm get?

Six of the supervisors indicated that they felt the student was getting«e right type of information on his training evaluation report.

supervisors indicated that they felt OTB should be more direct in
ceding back information as to strengths and weaknesses to a indent.

* division chiefs stated that he believed the greateet

*m
Age^r a«de has been in not telling people about the
are not doing well. Ife believes the weaknesses should begiven the proper ©aphasia in the feedback of fnfom.tlon to- student*.

??* *«pSS“*iaor stated that be Relieves the instructor’s opinion as toths student s interest in 12|/P type work should be given to the student.

2jTiy?
rV^r f«lt ttart ill. SV in th. OC »« giwa to.

nar**tive he received stated that theindividual had done better in PP type operational activities than la
«5f

8
f
id he learned fawa the student that there was

j5j^ nation inthis area; therefore, the supervisor co eluded
^®. not * vejy «<*** ®«~pling to use as a basis for a etatenant

?• How would you fee1 about ths students receiving the supplemental

•arrative? What w^old be the advantages and disadvantages?
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TRAINING EVALUATION
>

Operations Course No, 6

I. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:

S53eS Sex Sates of Course:
3 Mar 0 ~ 27 June 58;

No. of
}

Students !

27 !

J

Date of Births EGD Date s Grade or Rank: Office: |

f

Projected or Present Position (from Request for Training dated
i

i
* * *

II. DESCRIPTION OF COURSE:

The Operations Course runs for sixteen weeks and is designed as an
introduction to the basic fundamentals of clandestine operations in
the field. The course objective is to help the student learn and
apply the principles and skills demanded of the field case officer*.
Emphasis is, therefore, placed on a practical work approach to
clandestine tradecraft, agent handling, reporting and project
management. The course also provides the student familiarity with
the operational programs^ i.e., FI, Cl and PP, as well as with
organizational support services.

III. PERFORMANCE RECORD:

The student* s evaluation in the Operations Course is based on his
understanding of clandestine operations as well as on his ability
to perform field case officer tasks as observed by the staff over
a period of sixteen weeks.

The standards set by the Staff for Satisfactory performance are
high. Moreover, each Operations Course class is a carefully
selected group of mature, intelligent, and able persons. Thus, it
should be recognized that a grade of Satisfactory indicates that
in the training situation the student understood or applied that
subject of instruction in a competent manner 0

The preponderance of grades fall within the Satisfactory range.

The performance of this student in each category of grading is
indicated on the following page by the stamped X*s,

S-Eo-C-R-E-T
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25X1

LOW MID HIGH
FAIL POOR SAT SAT SAT EZC SUP

1. Agent Acquisition and Management CJ CJ CJJJJJ CJ CJ
2, Interviewing CJ CJcm 7 CJ CJ
3. Cover CJ CJ one 7 CJ O’
k» Clandestine Communications CJ CJcm 7 CJ O'
5s Reporting CJ CJcm 7 CJ CJ
6. Project Management CJ CJcm 7 CJ CJ
7. Clandestine 'Service-Operations ;•

:

CJ CJ CJUL 7 CJ Cl

FOR THE DIRECTOR OF TRAINING

Chiei* 'Instructor, Operations Course

Chief/Field Training
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EYES ONLY

S-E-C-B-E-T

Student:
Course:

Supplementary Comment

..nis portion of the training evaluation is for the information and ,-mid-ance of supervisory personnel only. It is not intended that this portion
r
!
P
?
r
°,^

e shown to the 3tudent * It is not made a matter of record
e

jvlf
S personnel file. The student’s immediate supervisor isresponsihie for the safekeeping of this document, and it is requested tha-he names of others who read it be recorded on the back of this sheet.'

Jhis Supplementary Comment is to be returned to AE/OTR
.lot later than 14 days from the date of receipt.

* 1331A. B&S Building
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As compared with the preceding comments, the following statements relate
more to the student’s over-all personal characteristics and represent
somewhat more subjective judgments; At the same time, like the comments
above, they are based on carefu.l observation, by several staff members,
of tne students in a variety of situations during the 1

6

weeks of the
course.

FOR THE DIRECTOR OF TRAINING

Chief Instructor, Operations Course

\ Chief, Field Training
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